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THE FRENCH DISPATCH

The French Dispatch, directed by Wes Anderson, comes up as a cinematographic recreation of the homonymous

magazine, in which each chapter is an article written by one of its remarkable editors. Premiered in 2021, this

unconventional masterpiece was born as a tribute to the iconic American newspaper The New Yorker, and some

historical characters such as Harold Ross, who left effort and ink on those pages.

Anderson makes his influence easily noticeable through his most characteristic directing traits, as if all went to a

spiritual retreat to reach their higher powers. One of them is symmetry, an obsession in every shot, a perfect

geometric fit between elements creating an obvious fingerprint. Another unmistakable trait is movement,

promoting an unorthodox however romantic dance between characters and scenario, like a goofy “beto” with an

open shirt after too many cups of tonic gin, trying to flirt at K Urban Beach. 

This movie takes place in Ennui-sur-Blasé a fictional auto descriptive town in France. This blasé is the master

ingredient to an antithesis between an almost immutable city and a fast-paced rhythm of its inhabitants, putting

the extra acting effort to fluidly speak in a French dialogue compass. 

Firstly, a short scene is filmed as its narrator, Herbsaint Sazerac (Owen Wilson), is cycling around town,

documenting the ordinary, nonetheless inspiring daily life of this French accent location, using depressive

statistics. Unable to focus both on the camera and on the road, this character is continuously crashing, which may

be the reason why he was not cast for Fast and Furious. 

BY AFONSO FORTUNATO



Next up we have the first article, starring Moses

Rosenthaler (Benicio del Toro), a man who survived

for the sake of art, not by saving himself swimming

with Os Lusíadas on his hand. But instead by getting

arrested, getting his liberty taken, turning the use of

the verb “to live” instead of “to survive” into a

hyperbole.

This suicidal genius with a talent for painting of the

size of his urge to drink Listerine shots, shifted the

arts and culture paradigm in his society, together

with his manager and old jail colleague Julien

Cadazio (Adrien Brody).

Rosenthaler is the perfect agent to kick off the

discussion about whether we should “dissociate the

art from the artist”. Moses is a criminal sentenced

for cutting two men in slices like a Japanese chef's

sashimi, however, humanized both by his non-

reciprocal love for his gardienne muse Simone (Léa

Seydoux) and by the inferior social position

regarding Cadazio and the free world.

Julien Cadazio is himself the reflection of the savage

capitalism holding his dirty hands with art,

extracting value from artists who keep on living

miserably no matter what they have created,

geniuses stuck in an unfair socioeconomic reality,

like a stunning fresco destined to be forever stuck

into an old wall. 

Then it is time for a revolution, not with Zeca

Afonso’s hits along with carnations, but instead more

like a Queen’s Gambit style: chess along with epileptic

hormones.

The main character of this segment is Zefirelli

(Timoteé Chalamet), the teenage leader of a

revolutionary movement, seeking to carve his name

in the history of Ennui-sur-Blasé. 

Introduced by the writing of Lucinda Krementz

(Frances McDormand) - a journalist who ends up

getting involved with him - the Ali Express’ Trotsky

variant, Zefirelli, is the personification of all perfect

imperfections of a young generation, hating to be

ruled or corrected, although unconsciously seeking

for it, continuously fighting for causes they

ultimately don’t truly understand.
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The third and last story is an article about food, that is not that much about food, maybe we can call it an article

about a chef, that is not that much about a chef. Confused? Let me clarify.

This third article was dedicated to Lieutenant Nescafier (Steve Park), the ultimate master of the Gastronomie

Gendarmique art, known not only for his peerless skills, but also for his weird, and better not to ask about, precook

rituals. A man willing to sacrifice his life for a last never before tasted flavor, “seeking for something missing,

missing something left behind”.

For the final whistle, we have the obituary of both Arthur Howitzer Jr. (Bill Murray), and The French Dispatch itself,

in an editor’s burial. 

The last ink drop in magazine paper, to close a movie refined with theatre and comic strips, where a game of black

and white shots take place, swinging with colored ones when an art piece is unveiled. It’s Anderson’s way to elevate

every art form, written, plastic, scenic and musical, into an artsy jigsaw, waiting for a new enthusiast to puzzle it.



Mesa para Cinco happened by chance: 5 friends from different cities would spontaneously come together to jam

and procrastinate. Those jams gave place to small concerts, and the small concerts gave place to new songs. What

you see here is the result of this perfect alignment.

The name came up during a brainstorming session. We went through some terrible names until we agreed on the

least terrible one. What sealed the deal for us was how actionable "Mesa para Cinco" is for dad jokes.

“ M E S A  P A R A
C I N C O ”

INTERVIEW WITH
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HOW HAVE MESA PARA CINCO BEEN CREATED? AND HOW HAVE YOU COME UP WITH THE NAME?

Our creative process is very simple: Tocha comes up with cool chord progressions while the rest try to come up

with coherent lyrics. 

HOW IS YOUR CREATIVE PROCESS, AND WHAT’S EACH MEMBER ROLE IN IT?

It had a massive impact. We all met in ForTuna and became friends there, so Mesa para Cinco would definitely not

exist without it.

WE KNOW ALL OF YOU WERE MEMBERS OF FORTUNA (NOVA SBE’S ACADEMIC BAND). DO YOU
THINK IT HAD AN IMPACT ON THE CREATION OF YOUR BAND?

@osmesaparacinco
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The main musical references of the group are definitely Portuguese artists such as Miguel Araújo, António

Zambujo, Rui Veloso, and others. All of them have contributed a lot to Portuguese music. They are people whom we

look up to since we were young, and so we cannot help but see them as huge references for each one of us and thus,

having influences on our musical creative process.

WHICH ARE THE MUSICAL REFERENCES THAT INSPIRE YOU THE MOST?

We treasure everyone that takes the time to interact with us, particularly if they are negative. We celebrated

profusely when we got our first YouTube dislike. 

ARE YOU READY TO DEAL WITH DIVERGENT OPINIONS REGARDING YOUR MUSIC? 

2022 will hopefully be the year where we start having concerts regularly, so songwriting and recording are taking a

back seat for now. However, we already have some songs in our pipeline that may see some sort of launch in the

next year.

WHAT CAN YOUR FANS EXPECT REGARDING FUTURE SONGS AND EVENTS? 

We do not know where we are going to be in 5, but we are working towards playing some big arenas in Portugal in

the next 3. In 5 years, we would be looking at a European tour, more or less.

WHERE DO YOU SEE MESA PARA CINCO IN 5 YEARS?



“WHERE'S THE ADDERALL?”:
A REVIEW ON THE TAKE

YOUR PILLS DOCUMENTARY

This piece is more than just an overview of a documentary, it’s a “maybe it’s time to slow down” sign. We all know

how stressful university can be. You have to balance academic life with social and prospects of a professional life all

in one tray. Take your pills is an original Netflix documentary that portrays how the culture of attention deficits has

affected the Gen Z and millennial generations.   

ADHD, or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, is a common thread amongst college students. According to the

documentary, which follows several students from different fields of study, children are usually early diagnosed

with some type of attention disorder, and this number has been increasing for several years. This picture almost

leaves the question of whether these diagnoses are being correctly made or if they are just an easy prognostic with

an easy treatment? 

The funny thing is that medicine for this type of situation is usually not so different from actual drugs. During this

documentary, you will be able to see clearly how close the chemical composition of Adderall/Ritalin is with other

commonly known drugs like LSD. In reality, Adderall is known as the college crack. It is astonishing to see how

students can’t focus or study without the help of these pills. In fact, the demand for it is so high that trading pills

amongst peers is not uncommon.  

On top of the lack of focus and attention, there’s the academic factor to add. Starting university is the easy part, the

difficult part is getting out on top. University is no joke, we live and breathe 24/7 in a hypercompetitive

environment. Our classmates are our friends but also our competition for the next 3 years. We have assignments,

quizzes, exams and we want to make it to the top of the grid. This pressure to always win the gold medal and never

settling for less takes a toll on our mental health and capacity to pay attention. As the documentary puts it:
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BY CAROLINA ZURZICA 



Our society and pop culture have made it acceptable

to not function without chemical help. And we can

clearly see that in this film. During the picture, you

can actually get some insights from a celebrity

manager. He talks about how it has affected them

and how they pass it on to us on the other side of the

screen. 

 

The key to this documentary is how it challenges our

perspectives. From the similarities to regular drugs,

to how we have a whole generation hooked on pills,

to how normalized this consumption is. 

 

Mental health is just now being recognized as a

serious field in medicine. If we, as a society can’t find

healthy ways to manage our minds and our focus,

does this mean that we will be forever dependent on

chemicals to function? If we are diagnosing children

before age 6 with attention deficits and prescribing

them medication since then, are we nurturing a

socially acceptable generation of addicts? 

 

If you think these are interesting topics this is the

right documentary for you. It follows several

students on their perception of ADHD and several

experts’ opinions. Not only that, but it helps to

understand how it is an unspoken problem. The

problem is there but are we doing anything to solve

it or just slapping a band-aid on it? All in all, don’t

ever forget to take your pills.
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During this one hour and thirty minutes, some good

reality checks are made. We get to see how the

intake and usage of ADHD are a product of a

capitalist society. So far we have seen that in fact

there isn’t much difference between Adderall and

drugs. But at the end of the day, only those who can

afford the legal medicine get to take it.  It is

important to notice that the documentary is filmed

in the US, which means that prescribed drugs are not

financially available for all populations. This implies

that the wealth gap has a voice even in this matter.

(Paragrafo p/ enfase?)

Their chemical composition is similar, the only

difference is that one is taken to check-in and the

other to check out. The difference lies in how we see

Adderall and other illegal drugs. 

 

It's no secret that our generation has been affected

by social media. We wake up every day eager to

check our Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and so on. The

rush of dopamine we get by looking at our likes and

virtual interactions has a great impact on our mental

health. This can lead to some psychological effects

on our brain. 

For example, our attention spans are getting smaller

by the day, as we scroll through insta stories at the

speed of light without retaining any information.

This documentary clearly highlights all these factors

and how the usage of social media has its toll on our

mental health. If you add this to all the other factors

that every college student faces, how can we excel in

everything we do while maintaining positive mental

health? 

“We live in a hyper-competitive order, where the competition is
not just for arriving, but the competition is never-ending”



A UM DEUS DESCONHECIDO, BY SÉTIMA LEGIÃO 
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The Portuguese band Sétima Legião turns 40 this year. Released in 1983, A

Um Deus Desconhecido is Sétima Legião’s first album and builds a bridge

between Post-Punk influences from Manchester, and the typical Portuguese

sonority and themes, being particularly melancholic both in its lyrics and

instrumentality, characterized by a strong presence of the piano, bass, and

hornpipe, which works well with Pedro Oliveira’s low pitched and Curtis-

like voice. 

The album is mainly focused on themes such as grief and sorrow, but does

leave space for some happier tracks such as Com o Vento, in which the

electric guitar assumes the main role. Having a few purely instrumental

tracks such as A Partida, the album successfully relies on its variety of

instruments and rich melodies to create a melancholic atmosphere that

really suits these first days of cloudy spring. 

The creation of value is at the center of the economic study and activity, but

what does “value” mean, exactly?

The Italian economist Mariana Mazzucato addresses the problem of the

modern meaning of “value” and goes deep into the history of the concept in

an attempt to stimulate an academic debate about value creation and value

extraction in the modern global economy, and how social and political

factors might have led us to confuse the two concepts. In an undoubtedly

well-written and documented book, Mariana Mazzucato introduces a

relevant and uncommon discussion about the meaning of value, highlighting

its importance for Public Policy and economic development in a modern and

globalized economy.

AWARENESS
RECOMMENDATIONS

ALBUM

THE VALUE OF EVERYTHING:  MAKING AND TAKING IN THE
GLOBAL ECONOMY, BY MARIANA MAZZUCATO

BOOK
 

BY FRANCISCO P INTO 



RTP’s documental series A Arte Elétrica em Portugal dives into the history of

Portuguese rock music from the 60s to modern days and the fascinating

stories of some of the most iconic Portuguese bands and musicians. 

The series is mostly constituted of interviews, concert short videos, and some

rare pictures which really construct a consistent story about the evolution of

Portuguese rock music in its different genres, building a realistic portrait of

what it meant to be a musician in Portugal back in the day.

OS 230,  BY FRANCISCO CORDEIRO DE ARAÚJO
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Having started in October 2020, Os 230 project has the goal of getting the

public to know every single deputy of the Portuguese parliament. The

interviews focus both on political and non-political aspects of the deputies’

lives, providing a humanizing perspective of them, which constitutes an

attempt to decrease the gap between the Portuguese people and their

political representatives. 

PODCAST

A ARTE ELÉTRICA EM PORTUGAL,  RTP PLAY
SERIE

 

MASCULIN,  FÉMININ,  BY JEAN-LUC GODARD

Godard’s Masculin, Féminin (1966) is one of the most important movies of

the French New wave and is particularly known for its portrait of the

sociological transformations of the 60s. 

The movie focuses on the romantic relationship between Paul, a 21-year-old

revolutionary enthusiast, and Madeleine, a young singer who aspires to

launch her first record. The personality contrast between the two becomes

evident as soon as they start interacting, having different views on love,

politics, music, and relationships, which creates room for the dialogues and

discussions that depict and challenge the characters’ ideas that the movie

clearly presents as the main focus. 

The inclusion of 60s references such as Brigitte Bardot, Bob Dylan, or

Vietnam and the use of an “interview-style” recording really reinforces the

documentary and portraitlike nature of the movie, giving it a unique

identity.

MOVIE



April

141.6, by Daniel Carapeto, Teatro Villaret, Stand-up Comedy

Luana do Bem, Espaço Moche Sala 16, Stand-up Comedy

CULTURAL AGENDA

30

March

O Jogo do Bicho, by Pedro Sousa and Diogo Abreu, Lisboa Comedy Club, Stand-up Comedy

Sring Sound Fest, Altice Arena (Sala Tejo), Music Concert

Terribly Funny, by Jimmy Carr, 21st of September, Coliseu dos Recreios, Stand-up Comedy

O Principezinho, every Saturday and Sunday until May, Teatro Maria Matos, Theatrical Performance

Whindersson Nunes, Altice Arena, Stand-up Comedy

31

7

9

11

29

Cubo, by António Coutinho, Ricardo Maria and Vítor Sá, Teatro Villaret, Stand-up Comedy

Ensemble, by Rui Massena, Casino do Estoril - Salão Preto & Prata, Music Concert

May

-

7

13 A Bolha, by Vitor Kley,  Campo Pequeno, Music Concert

September

21

ART WASHES AWAY FROM THE SOUL THE DUST OF EVERYDAY LIFE.  

 - PABLO PICASSO




